Commercial
Print Procurement

Specialists in

No one manufacturer can produce all print materials. Specifications are best
suited to certain equipment, and navigating through a range of suppliers to
ensure the best quality and price is a great challenge.
At PMA Global, we specialise in simplifying the sourcing of clients’ print
materials, delivering a great product, efficiency, productivity and cost savings.
PMA is 100% independent from manufacturers, providing an unlimited
flexibility in engaging the best suppliers at the best price to ensure our clients
the greatest value. Our aim is not to keep our presses full, but rather on
finding the best supplier for each client requirement, big or small, simple or
complex.
By selecting our suppliers based on their capability, their capacity and their
reputation, we deliver the best products to our clients, at the best price,
on time. All suppliers undergo a strict and thorough accreditation process
and their performance is continually monitored by PMA’s Strategic Sourcing
team. Our philosophy in supplier selection ensures the ability to source
suppliers locally, interstate and offshore, and through this, there is no limit to
the specifications we can produce.
To support our clients’ needs, all requirements are assessed by a dedicated
account management team, and in consultation, each and every specification
is sourced through with the most relevant manufacturer that will provide the
quality our clients’ brands deserve. It is this team that becomes an extension
of our clients’ business, perceived as one of their own employees, as they
grow to understand their needs and make recommendations for the best
execution.
To ensure complete efficiency, we have developed internal systems that
making sourcing seamless. Specifications, volumes and deadlines entered
enable to system to determine the most suitable suppliers, ensuring
accuracy in quotation and the most efficient price for our clients. Suppliers
quote online, and then are privileged with electronic feedback of success.
With experience spanning since 1988, PMA Global strives to deliver an
excellence in customer service whilst giving our clients the opportunity
to focus on their core business with the assurance that the sourcing and
management of their printed materials is in good hands.
With the expertise of account management personnel, innovation through
customized systems, and the support of specialist suppliers, PMA delivers
quality, price and turnaround time according to each clients’ briefs,
every time.
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